Celebrant Books We Love

**SOME FOLK SAY: STORIES OF LIFE, DEATH AND BEYOND**
*BY JANE HUGHES GIGNOUX*
*ILLUSTRATED BY STEPHAN DAIGLE*

Sooner or later we all have to cope with death. These stories and poems have been collected from around the world and throughout time, and have been chosen to open a world of wonder, speculation and reverie. Find tales of high adventure, vivid descriptions of other realities, simple wisdom, and surprising insights that can offer comfort.

_The Broomstick Toadstool Bookshop_
_toadbooks.com_
_603.352.8815_

**VISITS OF LIGHT FINDING GOD IN THE EVERYDAY**
*BY MELISSA J. LILLY*

God teaches us life lessons through experiences such as surviving a house fire, witnessing a sunrise, changes in seasons, and pansies defying the snow. Melissa Lilly shares her collection of meditations that will help you see God in the everyday.

_aurorameditationmoments.com_

**PRAYERS ON THE ROAD HOME**
*BY BENJAMIN MARTIN*

It is my hope that these poem/prayers can serve as a companion for you on your road home and help foster your conversation with the Sacred as you meet the challenges and day-to-day activities of your life. May they be a source of inspiration for your special occasions and milestones.

_amazon.com_

**LIFE-CYCLE CEREMONIES: A HANDBOOK FOR YOUR WHOLE LIFE**
*BY SHERI REDA, CHARLOTTE EULETTE, AND SARAH LEMP*

How do you commemorate momentous events? Memorialize people who have shaped you? Draw support from those you hold dear? This primer offers methods for honoring the special occasions in your life with humor and grace. Each ceremony has been vetted by a certified Life-Cycle Celebrant® affiliated with the Celebrant Foundation and Institute, which offers training and support for celebrants worldwide. Visit us at celebrantInstitute.org.

_amazon.com_

**BEING MEAN A MEMOIR OF SEXUAL ABUSE AND SURVIVAL**
*BY PATRICIA EAGLE*

2019 Literary Award Finalist — Foreword INDIES and Colorado Authors League

“A deftly written work of commendable honesty, exceptional candor, and impressive personal courage … a riveting, life-healing memoir with a highly relevant message …”

— Midwest Book Review

_paperback or audiobook: $16.95_

_patriciaeagle.com_

_amazon.com_

**RESILIENCE ART: A GRIEF COLORING BOOK USING RITUAL AND MUSIC TO HELP YOU GROW**
*BY ELAINE VOCI, PH.D.*

Elaine Voci, a life coach and Life-Cycle Celebrant®, offers this unique coloring book to provide comfort and support to those who are working their way through grief. Accompanying her personal stories and professional experiences with grief and grieving are 24 full-page coloring pages to use in reflection and your own grieving rituals, along with a curated list of resources to draw upon.